
Our team have decades of experience of 
running surface treatment companies and 
our solutions are designed around 
real industry needs to overcome
technical, operational and 
commercial challenges.

Valuechain provide smart manufacturing 
software to build world-class supply chains. Our productivity, collaboration, and intelligence 
solutions enable organisations to digitalise their businesses and improve competitiveness.

Who are Valuechain?

Digitalising chemical analysis
We recognise that surface treatment companies are under pressure to continually reduce 
costs, provide responsive service levels and achieve highest levels of quality compliance for 
multiple specifications. Customers provide limited order book visibility, yet expect delivery within 
days or even hours. With all of these operational, technical and commercial challenges, it is 
difficult to continually improve productivity and grow your business.

However, we recognise your challenges and have developed LabBook specifically for surface 
treatment companies. LabBook maintains digital 
records and manages specification compliance 
by exception; to streamline chemical analysis. 

Chemical analysis & test results

Mobile & offline record capture

Specification compliance & management

Full audit trail of chemical additions

Integrated periodic testing 



Your chemical testing assistant 

Whether you are a galvaniser, anodiser, chrome plater or aerospace special 
process house; LabBook manages analysis and compliance of all your 
finishing solutions, from one intuitive platform.

One consolidated platform

Simplified compliance

Proactive Risk Management

Visual quality assurance

Share intelligence throughout your company

When test results are entered into LabBook via tablet or PC, they are cross 
referenced against predefined parameters and visualised in LabBook’s smart 
dashboard to analyse trends and identify exceptions. 

LabBook provides automated alerts through an integrated task console if 
solutions are approaching a threshold level, or failing a specific test; ensuring 
you proactively resolve any non-compliance immediately.

Maintaining accreditations such as Nadcap, ISO 14001 or AS9100 and 
complying with multiple customer specifications, can make the difference 
when acquiring new clients, and retain existing ones. LabBook establishes 
periodic scheduling for tests, and intuitively provides a complete audit trail of 
chemical test results to streamline multiple specification compliance.

Assign actions to team members and provide a full audit trail of every 
solution addition. Share analysis reports with key stakeholders to provide 
process compliance transparency to drive continuous improvements and 
secure new customer approvals. 
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